ENHANCING CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES
WITH ATM’s
Considering the importance of ATMs with today's customers, banks must optimize the
ATM platform and maximize the experience to align these transactions with the overall
bank brand-identity.
Over the past decade, the success surrounding 'personalization' has grown and is now
considered a key strategy in creating retail and digital growth. Similarly, customers prefer to
bank on their terms and rely on ATMs to provide access to these services 24 x 7. As ATMs are
often the only touchpoint many banks have with a competitors' customer, ATMs offer an
excellent showcase to the value these financial institutions can provide for new customers.
Today, financial institutions are equipping ATMs with more advanced functionality,
modernizing the customer experience, and ensuring these interactions are a more accurate
reflection of the overall experience.
WHY CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT IS ESSENTIAL TODAY
Two-thirds of Americans use the internet and mobile platform as their primary banking
channels, with just 18% preferring branch banking, according to the American Bankers
Association (ABA). These stats highlight the need for financial institutions to seek new methods
to bridge the gap between their physical and digital worlds – and ATMs enable this
convergence.
While ATMs may experience high transaction volumes, nearly 80 percent of these transactions
do not incur a direct charge. As a result, ATM fees typically won't cover the cost associated
with supporting an ATM network. Yet even as profit margins stagnate, most consumers view
ATMs as the essential banking channel, and for many, the ATM has wholly replaced the inbranch experience. This perplexing new role of the ATM is leading financial institutions to
redefine how they analyze the value of their ATM fleet.
If the ATM is not a stand-alone profit center, is there value in viewing the ATM as a customerdelivery channel? If so, failure to extract maximum value from such a strategic asset would be a
costly mistake.
THE DEMAND FOR PERSONALIZATION
Today's consumers expect personalization, as they experience when shopping at Amazon or
accessing aggregated online banking records. In the book "The One to One Future," Don
Peppers and Martha Rogers suggest the key to growing revenue is to deliver products and
services based on an increasingly precise understanding of the customer's relationship and
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interaction with your business. Financial services firms are in a dominant position due to the
customer information and knowledge at their fingertips.
OTHER INDUSTRIES SHAPE CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS
As our customers do more than deposit and withdraw money during their day, it makes sense
that other businesses and industries also shape their experiences and expectations. Consumers
have come to expect sophisticated interactions between mobile devices and systems that
surround them in the world. For example, it's now possible to enter airports and through
security with only an ID and a phone. But a bank card is often still required for most consumers
to withdraw cash from an ATM.
Supermarket self-checkout aisles demonstrate consumers can (and often prefer to) complete
many tasks on their own. And most customers patiently await assistance if it's required.
Likewise, car rental companies have found success in deploying video assisting devices to
facilitate nearly all of their associates' interactions with consumers.
Over the last decade, consumers have shown comfort working across multiple channels and
expect access 24/7 and for their preferences to be available. For financial institutions, ATMs
bridge these digital and physical worlds and offer future-proof solutions that align with the
wishes and needs of our customers.
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ATM INNOVATIONS PROVIDE KEY BENEFITS FOR FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS
Advancement in technology is driving rapid change across the marketplace, with financial
institutions continually updating their ATM services to stay relevant and competitive. Financial
institutions can leverage ATM interactions to present personalized, targeted products and
services and enhance their relationship with customers.
INTEGRATION
Increasing the number of connections with
your ATM units not only increases the
opportunities for revenue-generating
services, but it also increases the retention
of high-value customers. A 2017 Celent
Communications report revealed that
offering online banking solutions improved
customer retention and increased the value
of customers to the bank by over twenty-five
percent. Integrating online and ATM
services can extend this stickiness to the
ATM, resulting in an even more powerful
platform for customer-focused services.
EXPANDED TRANSACTIONS
By enhancing ATMs, the complexity of
transactions these ATMs can complete is
multiplying and extend the value of ATM
services for customers. Consumers recognize
the benefits and are willing to pay for this
convenience. As such, a relationship exists
between these advancements and the
potential for higher ATM-based revenue.
LOCATION-BASED SERVICES
A merging of location information, consumer
data, and banking relationships can open
targeted commerce capabilities. An example
of this might be a businessperson traveling
out of town seeing a neighborhood
restaurant recommendations based on the
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ATM location, the time of day, and the
expected traffic nearby. The bank then
offers these ad placements to local
neighborhood businesses.
FLEXIBLE OFFERINGS
Today's emerging technology also enables
the delivery of content focused on
personalized transactions and services. With
a customer-focused approach, the ATM
becomes the 'customer's' machine in an
instant - with a set of services determined by
the customer's identity, their relationship
with the bank, the ATM's capabilities,
location, and the bank's strategies. These
characteristics should determine the content
the customer sees on the ATM.
MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES
A fundamental tenet of practical (and costefficient) marketing is to be where the
customers are—and for financial institutions,
a good portion of their clients and prospects
are at ATMs. These self-service channels are
not just a convenience, but a primary
banking-location for many customers. ATM
transactions also represent a unique
opportunity for financial institutions to
communicate with non-customers as,
currently, non-customers conduct one in five
transactions at an ATM.
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DESIGNING ATM’S TO MAXIMIZE ENGAGEMENT
As banking technology introduces new ways to enhance customer experiences, we should
search for out-of-the-box innovation. This type of innovation, though new and evolving in
nature, should ultimately satisfy the needs of consumers.
So, how do you know which features to pay for and which ones to let pass?
Ask yourself if the new features meet the following criteria to help you prioritize their
introduction:
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WRAPPING UP
With the above points in mind, it's easy to feel overwhelmed, and you may be asking yourself,
"What's the most important element to rollout first?" Surprisingly, these shifts don't always
require a new fleet of ATMs but rather an openness and willingness to embrace innovation.
Finally, as financial institutions begin actively transforming ATM fleets from cash dispensers to
marketing channel assets, executive leadership needs to adapt their measurements. With this
new mindset in place, it quickly becomes clear the old metrics for measuring ATM
profitability—revenue per machine, transactions per machine, etc.— no longer apply. More
sophisticated measures like cross-sales, retention of ATM users versus non-users, and new
customers per ATM unit now represent the effectiveness of an ATM fleet. Understanding these
relevant measurements will enable financial institutions to execute their new ATM strategies
better.
One thing is for sure: As long as there's a need for cash, the ATM will continue to play a crucial
role in financial services, and its functionality will evolve in tandem with advancing consumer
expectations.

ABOUT TELLEREX
Tellerex is committed to leveraging our knowledge and experience to reduce atm expenses,
increase reliability, and accelerate a contribution to your company's bottom line. Contact us to
learn how our complete ATM management solution can simplify the end-to-end process and
required oversight for your ATM and cash recycler networks.
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